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Problem Statement:
On October xx, 2021, during the filming 
of "Rust," Alec Baldwin discharged a .38 
caliber pistol that was loaded with real 
bulltes, killing the film?s cinematographer, 
Halyna Hutchins, and wounding its 
director, Joel Souza.

HCA Focus: 
What does it take to actually prevent the 
recurrence of serious incidents due to 
the inadvertent discharge of firearms on 
movie sets.  

System: 
The measures in place to prevent 
accidental shootings in the movie 
industry. 

Primary Subystems:
1) Actors, extras and support staff
2) Handgun Controls on movie sets
3) Labor/mgmt environment on the set
4) Error-likely situations on movie sets
5) Gun control culture in movie industry

HCA Team Members:
1) Name*, Title
2) Name, Title
3) Name, Title
4) Name, Title

*BlueDragon HCA trained

Groups to be Interviewed:
Group 1, Date/Time

Group 2, Date/Time

Group 3, Date/Time

Group 4, Date/Time

Group 5, Date/Time

Personnel Interviewed (Title/Org):
1) aaa
2) bbb
3) ccc

List of Acronyms:
MOW - Member of Workforce
SIMP - Security Incident Management Program
UNBT - Unauthorized Network Based Transmission
DC - Derivative Classifier
OUO - Official Use Only
SCN - Secured Classified Network
DLP - Data Loss Prevention

 PROCESS MAP ANALYSIS:
CHAIN OF CUSTORY FOR WEAPONS

Timeline #2
Handgun 
Controls

Timeline #1 
Film Crew 

Labor Issues

Timeline #3
Event 

Response

Defenses

Analysis of 
Defenses

D1 - Recommendations for 
Safety with Firearms 

(Includes Restrictions on 
Use of Live Ammunition)

D1 Section 1. The Studio 
Safety Department is to 
be notified prior to any 
weapon use on Studio 

property. 

D1 Section 3. Never point 
a firearm at anything you 
do not intend to shoot, 

whether the gun is 
loaded or unloaded.

D1 Section 5. Do NOT 
engage in horseplay with 
any firearms or weapons.

D1 Section 11. Do not use 
or bring live ammunition 
onto any studio lot, stage 

or location. 

D1 Section 1.  any person 
handling theatrical 
firearms should be 
trained in the use of 

firearms.

D7  Guidelines that 
control the handling of 
firearms on a movie set

D8  Guidelines for the 
training and 

indoctrination of an 
Armorer on a movie set

D9 (from one of the 
videos).  Prop guns 

should be shipped in 
from a legitimate 

prop-house. 

D10 ATF > (from one of the 
videos).  Props master or the 

armoror takes possession of the 
arms shipped from the 

prop-house.  (Regulated by ATF)

D1.1 > Are these 
recommendations 

translated into 
requirements or protocols 

on every movie set?  

D1S1.1  What 
interactions were held 
with the Studio Safety 
Department - what was 

their level of 
involvement?

Themes / 
Systems

Lines of 
Inquiry

Human Factors - At Risk Behaviors Programs, Processes, Procedures Equipment/Material/Tool Interfaces Working Environment - Error Likely Situations Management & Oversight Interface

CRAFTING EVIDENCE-BASED LINES OF INQUIRY

1

2

3

4

Timeline

Defenses

LOIs

8/2/19, 10:20AM: The lead 
mechanic removed the 
rubber glove and began 

loosening the bolts

N/A

D4. Job Hazards Analysis 
(JHA) for work on HF system 
specifically requires rubber 

gloves for work on

D4. Job Hazards Analysis 
(JHA) for work on HF system 
specifically requires rubber 

gloves for work on

D4.1 Why did the mechanic 
take off the rubber glove?

D4.1 Did the mechanic use 
rubber golves for working on 

HF?

If There is Evidence: If There is No Evidence:

Gather and organize the Fact Finding results into a timeline and the 
applicable defenses (administrative  requirements and physical 
barriers that should have prevented the event from happening).  Start 
by conducting an Analysis of Defenses and looking for symptoms.  
Once each defense is evaluated with at least one LOI, then continue 
with a Comparative Timeline/Task/Change Analysis by reviewing the 
timeline for additional (non-repetitive) LOIs.

After developing LOIs from the timeline and the defenses, use the 
insights gained from additional analysis of available data (i.e. Pareto 
Analysis, Process Maps, Fault Tree Analysis, Affinity Diagrams & 
Surveys) to develop lines of inquiry to evaluate other 
symptoms/irregularities.

After developing LOIs from data analysis, take a step back and review 
the five standard themes (or any additional themes that emerged) and 
generate additional lines of inquiry to pursue other possible symptoms 
or irregularities.

Once you are satisfied with the Lines of Inquiry, establish a game plan 
for conducting facilitated causal analysis sessions with spall 
representative samples of affected organizations. Start by scheduling 
those closest to the work first, and work your way up to supervisors 
and managers.  The final session is always with senior management 
from the affected organizations, to avoid any surprises.

TO GET STARTED:
Gather and organize available information (i.e. fact findings, critiques) to 
develop the initial BlueDragon HCA chart. Determine any initial data 
analyses that must be completed. Once defenses are identified, available 
performance records have been reviewed (reports, assessments, etc.), and 
data analysis has been completed, develop the initial Lines of Inquiry as 
outlined in steps 1 to 4 below.

DO NOT JUMP TO ANY CONCLUSIONS OR START WRITING LINES OF 
INQUIRY UNTIL EVIDENCE HAS BEEN GATHERED, ORGANIZED AND 
ANALYZED.

PHASE 1 OBJECTIVES: 
1. Gather Available Information (Data, Logs, References, Notes) 
2. Develop a Problem Statement 
3. Conduct Extent of Condition (if req?d) 
4. Develop a Timeline 
5. Develop focused, evidence-based lines of inquiry from: 

a. Comparative Timeline Analysis 
b. Analysis of Defenses 
c. Task & Change Analysis 
d. Themes from the Anatomy of an Event 
e. Data Analysis (Pareto, Trending, Process Mapping, Affinity Diagrams, 

etc.)

PHASE 2 OBJECTIVES: 
1. Establish the Interview Schedule (Organizations, Workers, Managers) 
2. Obtain Cooperation of Affected Organizations 
3. Begin the Causal Analysis 
4. Identify Common Causes Validate as you go 
5. Identify the deepest-seated causes

Developed by BlueDragon 
www.bluedragon-hca.com

For additional information or questions, email Rob at 
rob@bluedragon1.com

Rust production faced a 
potential strike by members of 
the IATSE over working 
conditions and low pay

Oct 4, 2021: IATSE members 
voted 99% in favor of 
authorizing a strike

An early concern was the 
absence of a medic durning the 
construction of the film's sets

Firearms safety protocols were 
not distributed with the call 

sheets (a document that tells 
actors when and where to report 

for filming) and not strictly 
followed on the set

Only 3 safety meetings for the 
crew were held during filming, 
including one on October 21st.

Production assured crew 
members that it would cover 

hotel room expenses.  However, 
at the start of the second week of 

filming hotel rooms were no 
longer provided.

Crew members were mocked for 
wanting to avoid a one-hour 

drive from Albuquerque.

Several crew members cited 
that they were not being paid 

and began advocating for safer 
working conditions.

Crew members, post-event 
complained of: lack of payment; 

taking away hotels; lack of 
Covid safety measures; poor 

gun safety

Crew members claimed that 
there were other accidental 

discharges on-set before the 
fatal incident

"Before the incident"  Two prop guns had previously been 
fired a total of three times unintentionally.  Baldwin's 

stunt double accidentally fired two blanks when he was 
told a prop gun was "cold"  and a young woman shot 

herself in the foot with a blank round.

October 21, 6:30am: Seven 
film crew members 

collected their belongings in 
prep for a walk-out

October 21, 6:45: Halyna 
Hutchins arrived as the 

camera crew was leaving 
and was unaware of the 

walk-out

October 21, 7:00am: 
Disgruntled film crew 

members were told to leave 
the set.  Producer threatens 

to call the police

October 21, 7:00am: 
Disgruntled film crew 

members were replaced 
with four non-union 

members

October 21, 1:30pm, Gutierrez-Reed retrieved three 
guns from a locked safe and placed them on a cart.  

One was a plastic gun that could not shoot live 
ammo, a modified weapon that could not shoot any 
ammo, and a solid-frame colt 45 revolver made by 

pietta (the gun Baldwin fired)

October 21, 1:32pm: 
Gutierrez-Reed briefly 

checked the weapon as she 
took it from the cart and 

handed it to Baldwin

October 21, 1:33pm: Conflicting reports indicate that the 
assistant director Halls was to look at the loading gate of the 

weapon (per safety protocos), the exposed chamber.  Halls did 
not check all cylinder chambers, he recalls seeing 3 rounds 

while the gun was loaded with 4.  He did not recall if 
Guiterrez-Reed spun the drum.

October 21, 1:34pm: Halls 
announced "Cold Gun"  

meaning that it was empty 
(this is disputed)

October 21, 1:40pm: Bladwin, in walking through 
direction with the crew (this was a rehearsal), 

removed the gun from the holster and pointed it at 
the camera where Hutchins and Souza were sitting 
behind the monitor, two feet from the gun muzzle

October 21, 1:42pm: Baldwin fired a single 
shot and the bullet flew towards the three 

behind the monitor (Reid Russell, Souza and 
Hutchins).  Bullet struck Hutchins in the 

chest and Souza in the shoulder

October 21, 1:46pm: Script 
Supervisor Maime Mitchell 

called 911

October 21, 1:49pm: PT and 
emergency crews appeared.

October 21, 2pm: Hutchins was flown 
by helicopter to the University of New 

Mexico Hospital in Albuquergue 
where she was pronounced dead

October 21 2:15pm: Souza was treated by 
EMS and transported by ambulance to 
Chistus St. Vincent REgional Medical 

Center in Santa Fe where he was admitted 
and released the next day

To save money, the production 
did not take out movie 
completion insurance 

Timeline #4
Production 

Issues

October 21, 8:00am: 
Disgruntled film crew 

members took several prop 
guns off-set to pass the time 
shooting at beer cans with 

live ammunition

October 21, 12:00pm: 
Disgruntled film crew 

members returned the prop 
guns.  It is not clear if they 

were re-checked

Timeline #3
Event 

Response

GUIDELINES FOR 
CONTROL AND USE OF 
BLANK FIREARMS ON A 
MOVIE SET - The Actors' 

Equity Association's 
guidelines

Firearms experts and some 
lawyers posit that this event is 

a negligent homicide not 
accidental discharge

Some industry workers are 
advocating for an end to 

using guns on set entirely, 
in favor of 

computer-generated effects

Timeline #5
Movie Gun 

Culture

T.1 Firearms safety protocols 
were not distributed with the call 

sheets (a document that tells 
actors when and where to report 

for filming) and not strictly 
followed on the set

D7.2 > Who was responsible 
for checking that only 

blanks were in the gun? 
(much is being said about 

how difficult it is to tell a live 
from a blank round by 

looking at the back of the 
round.

T1.1 Why were procedures 
not reviewed after three 

accidental discharges on the 
set?

T1.2 What were the 
circumstances that allowed 

for these accidental 
discharges?

T1.5 Was using prop guns to 
fire live ammunition  

precipitated or encouraged 
by the fact that the crew was 

disgruntled?

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE WEAPONS ON SET?

Generally, a weapons master or armorer oversees all weapons that 
are  used on a production. This can mean anything from selecting 
the correct  items for a certain period in history, to taking care of the 
weapons on  set and making sure they are being used safely and 
properly by actors  and stuntpeople. It's a fairly new position in the 
history of film  production, going back only to the 1980s. Before 
that, the prop master  handled everything. Recently, it?s become 
more common to enlist  specialists.

WHAT ARE THE RULES FOR FIREARMS ON SET?

The weapons master is required to be on set whenever a weapon 
is being  used. The Actors' Equity Association's guidelines state 
that, ?Before  each use, make sure the gun has been test-fired off 
stage and then ask  to test fire it yourself. Watch the prop master 
check the cylinders and  barrel to be sure no foreign object or 
dummy bullet has become lodged  inside." Further, ?All loading of 
firearms must be done by the property  master, armorer or 
experienced persons working under their direct  supervision.?

D11  The Actors' Equity Association's guidelines state that, 
?Before  each use, make sure the gun has been test-fired off 

stage and then ask to test fire it yourself. Watch the prop master 
check the cylinders and  barrel to be sure no foreign object or 

dummy bullet has become lodged  inside."  

D12  The Actors' Equity Association's guidelines 
state that, ?All loading of firearms must be done by 

the property  master, armorer or experienced 
persons working under their direct  supervision.?

D13  A remote camera for dramatic 
shots directly into the barrel of the 

gun

D1S11.1 > why was there live 
ammo on the set?   

D1S11.2 > how did a live 
round end up in the 

revolver?   

D1S3.1  Why did Alec 
point the gun directly at 

the director who was 
within two feet?

D1S5.1  Why were stage 
hands belive it was OK to 

use the prop guns for 
recreational purposes on 

the set?

D1S5.1  What controls 
are in place on the movie 
set to prevent the use the 

prop guns for 
recreational purposes?

D1S1.2 > was everyone on 
the set that used firearms 

formally trained?   

D7.1 > Are guidelines that 
control handling of firearms 

provided to applicable 
parties?   

D8.1 > What guidelines are 
provided for weapons 

masters or armorers on the 
set  ?   

D8.2 > What are the training 
rquirements for weapons 

masters or armorers on the 
set  ?   

D9.1 > Were the prop guns 
used on the set shipped 

from a legitimate pro-house?   

D10.1 > Were the prop guns 
properly received and 

controlled by the armorer?   

D11.1 > Are the Actor's 
Equity Association 

Guidelines well understood 
on movie sites?   

D11.2 > Are the Actor's 
Equity Association 

Guidelines incorporated into 
local contracts or 

procedures on movie sites?   

D11.3 > were the Actor's 
Equity Association 

Guidelines for checking the 
barrel to be sure it's clear 
being routinely followed?   

D12.1 > are the Actor's 
Equity Association 

Guidelines for loading the 
firearms by armorer being 

routinely followed?   

D13.1 > The gun was 
pointing directly at the 

camera only two feet away; 
why did they not use a 

remote camera per safety 
guidelines?   

OSHA has aurthority and 
responsibility to 

investigate and enforce 
safety standards for the 

film industry

Major accidents either aren?t 
reflected in investigation 

records or do not appear in 
an OSHA databases of the 
most serious set accidents

OSHA  and other 
governmental  agency 

penalities usually amount to 
mere thousands of dollars in 

fines paid out of 
multimillion-dollar budgets

Film industry has created 
its own training programs 

and conducts monthly 
meetings to discuss 

safety practices

The film industry develops and 
distributes unenforceable guidlines 

by the Industry-Wide 
Labor-Management Safety 

Committee, for standards on weapon 
and prop safety, as well as other 

rules

Workers who are legally 
allowed to sue might face their 
own difficulties with securing 

witnesses or they may wind up 
blacklisted within the industry

The film industry doesn't 
have one definitive and 

authoritative set of 
procedures and protocols 

for firearms safety

Since 1990, at least 43 
people have died on film 
and TV sets in the U.S.

T.1. On this Set, 
Firearms were 

accidentally discharged 3 
times (from two prop 

guns)

T1.1 Why were procedures 
not reviewed after three 

accidental discharges on the 
set?

T1.2 What were the 
circumstances that allowed 

for these accidental 
discharges?

T1.3 Was there a manager 
on-set that showed concern 

and communicated this 
concern following the 

accidental discharges?

T.1  Disgruntled film crew 
members took several prop 
guns off-set to pass the time 
shooting at beer cans with 

live ammunition

T1.4 Was using prop guns to 
fire live ammunition  

normally allowed on a set?

T1.5 Was using prop guns to 
fire live ammunition  

precipitated or encouraged 
by the fact that the crew was 

disgruntled?

T1.6 Is there evidence that 
the crew purchased or 
otherwise obtained live 
rounds for their target 

shooting session?

T1.7 Is there evidence that 
the crew intentionally left a 
live round in the revolver 

that could shoot it?

D7.3 > Did the check 
protocols involve looking in 

through  the front of the 
cylinder? 

Is there any circumstance 
when live amunition is 

allowed on a movie set?

D7.1 Why was a live round in 
the revolver?

No

What would would the 
reasons be for live rounds 

being used on the set?

Yes

What special safety 
protocols are appropriate 
when using live rounds?

Why were the safety 
protocols not distributed?

D1.1 > Are these 
recommendations 

translated into 
requirements or protocols 

on every movie set?  

D7.2 > Who was responsible 
for checking that only 

blanks were in the gun? 
(much is being said about 

how difficult it is to tell a live 
from a blank round by 

looking at the back of the 
round.

D7.3 > Did the check 
protocols involve looking in 

through  the front of the 
cylinder? 

T1.3 Was there a manager 
on-set that showed concern 

and communicated this 
concern following the 

accidental discharges?

T1.4 Why was using prop 
guns to fire live ammunition   

allowed on a set?

T1.4 Why were prop guns 
used to fire live ammunition    

on a set?

T1.6 Is there evidence that 
the crew purchased or 
otherwise obtained live 
rounds for their target 

shooting session?

T1.7 Is there evidence that 
the crew intentionally left a 
live round in the revolver 

that could shoot it?

D1.1 > Are Firearm Safety 
recommendations 

translated into 
requirements or protocols 

on every movie set?  

D1S1.1  What 
interactions were held 
with the Studio Safety 
Department about gun 

use on the set?

D7.2 > Who was responsible 
for checking that only 

blanks were in the gun? 
(much is being said about 

how difficult it is to tell a live 
from a blank round by 

looking at the back of the 
round.

D1S3.1  Why did Alec 
point the gun directly at 

the director who was 
within two feet?

D1S5.1  Why did stage 
hands belive it was OK to 

use the prop guns for 
recreational purposes on 

the set?

D1S5.1  What controls 
are in place on the movie 
set to prevent the use the 

prop guns for 
recreational purposes?

D1S1.2 > was everyone on 
the set that used firearms 

formally trained?   

D7.1 > Are guidelines that 
control handling of firearms 

provided to applicable 
parties?   

D8.1 > What guidelines are 
provided for weapons 

masters or armorers on the 
set  ?   

D8.2 > What are the training 
rquirements for weapons 

masters or armorers on the 
set  ?   

D9.1 > Were the prop guns 
used on the set shipped 

from a legitimate pro-house?   

D10.1 > Were the prop guns 
properly received and 

controlled by the armorer?   

D1S11.1 > why was there live 
ammo on the set?   

D1S11.2 > how did a live 
round end up in the 

revolver?   

D11.1 > Are the Actor's 
Equity Association 

Guidelines well understood 
on movie sites?   

D11.2 > Are the Actor's 
Equity Association 

Guidelines incorporated into 
local contracts or 

procedures on movie sites?   

D11.3 > were the Actor's 
Equity Association 

Guidelines for checking the 
barrel to be sure it's clear 
being routinely followed?   

D13.1 > The gun was 
pointing directly at the 

camera only two feet away; 
why did they not use a 

remote camera per safety 
guidelines?   

D11.2 > Are the Actor's 
Equity Association 

Guidelines incorporated into 
local contracts or 

procedures on movie sites?   

D12.1 > are the Actor's 
Equity Association 

Guidelines for loading the 
firearms by armorer being 

routinely followed?   

T1.8 Was there a manager 
on-set that oversaw the 

armorer and ensured firearm 
guidelines were being 

implemented?

T1.8 Was there a manager 
on-set that oversaw the 

armorer and ensured firearm 
guidelines were being 

implemented?

T1.9 What was the level of 
experience of the armorer 
that was hired, and was it 

sufficient?

T1.9 Was was the level of 
experience of the armorer 
that was hired, and was it 

sufficient?

T1.10  Why did the armorer 
hand Alec Baldwin a gun 
loaded with live ammo?

T1.10  Why did the armorer 
hand Alec Baldwin a gun 
loaded with live ammo?

VIP StarNetwork, a health and 
safety services industry, said 

that the "Rust" production had 
reached out for their servces 

but then declined due to costs. 

DAY OF THE 
SHOOTING

Timeline #2
Handgun 
Controls

ARMORERSHOOTERVICTIM 2VICTIM 1

HCA Investigation of the Death of a Producer on the Set of the Movie "Rust"
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